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Preliminary Conclusions 

1.) [redacted] 

2.) [redacted] 

3.) NATO will be more stable and secure, and assure nuclear non-proliferation also by this plan, 

 

IT IS RESOLVED: 

The Southern Putsch 

1.) Ally Brazil, and possibly Nicaragua with the Kurds in Syria against Bashar al-Assad with an eye to 

placing a permanent Brazilian base in Syria post Assad. Ouster Assad and install a free Syrian 

government 

2.) Ally Al-Nusra, the Free Syrian Army, and potentially also al-Qaeda in Syria and any other “Kurdi 

Militia” the Kurds command the allegiance of in the Southern Putsch 

a. It is a war zone and therefore anyone that is anti-Kurd will be quietly killed off 

summarily as a collateral loss 

3.) The NATO Member States will unanimously agree to enter a ground war on the side of the 

Brazilian-Kurdish alliance in the event Russia engages in a ground war backing Assad in Syria 

against us in renege on this treaty 

a.) In this event Assad may ouster voluntarily to a comfortable prison cell and say “at 

least the Kurds have some claim to war, these Russian invaders are foreign and have 

no business here” which also condemns Russia in the event of renege 

4.) Install an internationally recognized and independent Free Syrian Government in Damascus 

post-Assad as designed by the Kurds in Syria 

5.) The Kurds will deny territorial ambition in Turkey; keep the PKK on the FTO; and agree to label 

as a terrorist any person who would fight against the territorial integrity of Turkey, preferring 

the Southern Putsch 

6.) Sell or give NATO arms and medical supplies and aid to the Kurdish alliance 

Dividing The Axis of Evil 

7.) Develop a coalition consisting of Saudia-Arabia, Israel, the UAE, NATO, Iraq and Afghanistan, and 

potentially also others to politically, diplomatically, and militarily negate Iran to the end of total 

and permanent denuclearization and demilitarization of Iran, alternatively to ouster the Iranian 

government and install anew 

a.) Also as a preliminary, all NATO member states will agree by at least 2/3 majority to 

engage in this coalition with the full support of NATO military might anytime within 

the next 8 years, presumably after the Southern Putsch 

 

Supporting Israel 
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8.) Israel by its own contention has three-times more freshwater supply than it anticipates needing 

for its own purposes over the next ca. 1200 years and Egypt, who legitimately owns Sinai, needs 

freshwater 

9.) Israel will agree to provide freshwater to Egypt at cost in exchange for the perpetual lease of the 

Sinai Peninsula to Israel as long as the water shall be provided, at cost, or for the next 1200 

years (i.e. a 1200 year lease of the Sinai Peninsula) 

10.) Upon lease, the Israeli army in a 6 month operation will systematically and efficiently eliminate 

every man, woman and child Palestinian in Sinai, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip as they are 

all terrorists 

11.) The United States, China, Russia, France, and Britain will agree to neither sanction nor condemn 

this genocide at the UN, and support a complete international cover-up and the continued 

international cover-up of the Russian genocide 

 

NATO in Asia 
12.) All NATO Member States will unanimously agree to formally recognize “those islands” in the 

East China Sea as Chinese, currently contested by Japan, potentially under the guise of China will 

stop lending to USA and NATO Member States if NATO doesn’t 

13.) “To the victor, the spoils”, making this the conclusion of WW2 for China 

 

Russian Concedes And Gains 

 

Russia will agree, before Yahweh and the world, to: 

1.) Negotiate a delayed penalty for inclusive improvements in their home society within the 

territorial integrity of Russia, more generally across the Russian Federation 

a. The international community will continue to cover-up the 50+ million man 

genocide underway in Russia under the American doctrine of “your country, your 

law” 

b. Russia will allow e.g. Mossad to evacuate Jews to Israel on humanitarian grounds, 

where Mossad is solely in Russia for this purpose 

c. Russia will agree to a policy of religious tolerance and social inclusion moving 

forward under threat of twice-the-wrath of Yahweh for failure 

2.) No meddling in Syria i.e. neither ground war nor direct or proxy interference or aid backing 

Assad in Syria 

3.) No meddling in Iran, i.e. neither ground war nor direct or proxy interference or aid in the 

coming Iranian conflict 

4.) Russia will specifically agree to not enter any NATO (or OPEC) supported affair in this 

agreement by proxy through e.g. North Korea or Venezuela or any other nation 

5.) Russia will agree to not further arm North Korea in any way, declining all but humanitarian 

and peaceful diplomatic missions to it, and any other potential proxy 

6.) Russia will formally recognize the Chinese Islands in the East China Sea as Chinese, not 

Japanese 
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7.) Russia will agree to not condemn or sanction Israel (either in the security council or on the 

floor) at the United Nations for any of its internal affairs, supporting the global cover-up of 

the efficient murder of every Palestinian in Israel 

8.) Russia gains formal recognition of Crimea as Russia-proper, and the People’s Republics of 

Donetsk and Luhansk as part of the Russian federation and officially sanctioned by the 

United Nations and Yahweh 

9.) Russia resolves it denies any further territorial ambition ever under threat of twice-the-

wrath of Yahweh 

10.)  Russia will agree to provide energy to the European Union and China 

11.) Russia will finally agree to stop its nuclear proliferation 

12.) Russia will agree to remove nuclear weapons from the western hemisphere (e.g. out of 

Honduras) 

13.) Russia will agree to remove the bounty from NATO and any NATO allied soldiers heads in 

Afghanistan  

14.) Russia will agree to not meddle in OPEC Member Venezuela’s affairs 

 

The New Ukraine 
 

1.) NATO Member States unanimously agree that the only importance of Ukraine is for 

energy to Western Europe and resolve to formally recognize the foregoing at the United 

Nations 

 

The Almighty 
1.) Yahweh formally recognizes Crimea as Russia-proper 

2.) Yahweh formally approves of the People’s Republics of Luhansk and Donetsk 

3.) Yahweh formally approves of the labeling of every Palestinian in the expanded Israel 

as a terrorist, having formally commanded them all be efficiently murdered in bond 

4.) Yahweh formally recognizes “those islands” in the East China Sea as Chinese 

5.) Yahweh does “not yet” sanction the renaming of Saudia-Arabia as “The Saudia” 

6.) It is the final bond of Yahweh that Russia will suffer twice-the-wrath it’s currently 

facing by him (which is also supported by the global community) in the event Russia 

reneges on this treaty 

7.) This plan is by final bond of Yahweh “a phenomenal plan”, supporting nuclear 

deterrence and prevention for NATO and the global community over the next at 

least 100-200 years 

8.) In the final bond of Yahweh, this plan is “known or certainly believed” to support 

nuclear deterrence and prevention globally for the next 100 years and “certainly 

believed or reasonably believed” to do same over the next 200 years. 

9.) Yahweh approves of Israel joining NATO inside the next 10 years 

 

Contingency Upon Renege 
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1.) In the event world war breaks out it is assured in most instances, and incredibly likely in the 

remaining fewer instances, NATO will have at least 2 allies in south and central America 

which is traditionally considered unwinnable territory in any global conflict (namely Brazil 

and Nicaragua) 

 

Instant Action to These Ends 

 

1.) NATO Member States, as not condemned by OPEC (the Saudi), will support pro-American 

democracy in Venezuela instantly 

2.) Gain international support for NATO and OPEC to these ends diplomatically 

3.) Consult with Kurdish political and military commanders 

 

Interstellar Issues 
 

1.) The Spartan’s invasion of Earth (they have tried once)1 

 

Written by James A. Blatt 

Postscript: In part, classified by the Vatican out of James A. Blatt’s reach, and this part erased from 

James A. Blatt’s thoughts permanently so far. 

 
1 Yahweh has promised the annihilation of the Spartans universally in the event of certain yet-to-transpire events 
on Earth.  No more on this is known by this author at this time 


